How to Navigate Texas Legislature Online

The Texas Legislature Online is a great resource for looking up every bill that gets filed in the Texas Legislature. It is a trove of information beyond the bills too. You can find out where any bill is at in the legislative process, vote counts, official bill analyses, witness lists, and more. Since it is the “official” state database, it is the first to get updates on bill movement too, which makes it an invaluable resource to get familiarized with the closer the legislature gets to its firm deadlines (like the end of session).

This quick guide is meant to point out how/where to find relevant information for the bills you’re interested in tracking or reading.

Start Here: The Home Page
https://capitol.texas.gov/

This looks like a lot, and you can find out a lot of information from all the links on the TLO home page, but if you’re searching for a specific bill, the quickest way to find it is the search tool. The things you want to make sure of before you enter a bill number are:

1. Make sure you’ve got the right legislative session. Right now (Winter/Spring 2021) we are in the 87th Regular Session of the Texas Legislature. The shorthand TLO uses to search for bills filed this session is “87(R) - 2021.” If we go to a special session, there will be a separate search option for it, which will probably be called “87(I) - 2021.”

2. Make sure you choose “Bill Number” instead of “Word/Phrase.”

Search Results
If you found the bill via the search, it should look something like this:
https://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=87R&Bill=SB243
From this screen, you can see quick information about where the bill is in the legislative process under “Actions” and other basic information like who authored the bill and who co-sponsors the bill.

You can click on many of the links under Actions to see more information. This becomes important when you are trying to find out how a member voted in committee or on the Senate/House floor. The link will take you to the official record, which is a long pdf file of legislative action (amendments, votes to table, points of order, etc.). It should open the large pdf to the beginning of the action relevant to your bill. Sometimes this lasts several pages, so if you are looking for something specific, such as a vote count, you might want to use the finder tool.

**Tabs**

The tabs on the screen are fairly self explanatory and can be helpful to explore. However, the Text tab contains useful information besides the actual text of the bill.
In this example from the 86th Regular Session, you can access the original version of the bill, but if the bill was substituted for a different version in committee (called a “committee substitute” and often referred to short-hand as “CSSB…. Or CSHB…”), here is where you can find the newer version.

Each bill is required to include a notification of a fiscal note, meaning if it costs the state money, this is noted in a separate document you can access here.

Each bill also gets an official analysis - intended to be a non-biased analysis of what the bill would do and its pros and cons.

Each bill that a committee hears also has a record of witnesses testifying “For”, “Against”, and “On.” This screen is where you can access that list as well. It can be a very valuable tool to identify stakeholders and power map.

**MyTLO and other functions**

TLO has many functions and uses that you may want to consider using, such as list tracking, saved searches, and setting up updates you can receive via email when a bill moves through the process. It’s up to you whether it makes sense to use these tools. The Sierra Club also uses two other bill tracking systems, called “Telicon” and “Quorum.” Quorum is what we use to display our priority bills on our website. Sometimes this list lags a little updating because it scrapes data from TLO, but it is timely. However, when deadlines approach, and action is taken on certain bills move quickly from stage to stage (sometimes within hours or minutes), and Quorum may not be updated right away. So it’s a good idea to familiarize yourself with TLO now so you know where to find out what happens when things move quickly.

Questions? Lost? Contact Matt Johnson at matt.johnson@sierraclub.org.